Skillful...is the word

Skillful is the word that best describes Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend

It is the right combination of mild, ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish...the world's best cigarette tobaccos...that makes Chesterfield different from all other cigarettes.

And it's the skillful blending of these tobaccos with each other...for flavor, for aroma, for mildness and for taste, that has made Chesterfield the cigarette in which millions of smokers find a new pleasure in smoking.

Chesterfield...the blend that can't be copied

...a happy combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
I was a hero, today—I am a Jew.

Driven into the channel of hate of a people already accepted the blood-stained, hate-filled medals that the assassin of Germany. I am going to die—relief—while others of my generation, perhaps—will live.

And may be, before Germany breaks away from Hitler's cruel hand and becomes once again the nation that I loved so much.
Once again the nation that I loved so
then the world and I was reviled, spit upon and tortured.
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Call a halt on needless NERVE STRAIN

HE'S RESTING HIS NERVES—

AND SO IS HE

Greyhound

Swift, graceful, and remarkably wise. Ancient Egyptian and Greek royalty stamped him as a symbol of aristocracy. Distinguished lines and proud bearing can be found on Egyptian carvings dating to 5500 B.C. Racing has made this breed popular in the U.S.

They know how pleasant life can be when they let up—light up a CAMEL!

LET UP—LIGHT UP A CAMEL!

Modern Cafeteria for Hungry Students

Smokers find Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES

Walking on Air

An alert cameraman caught this walking-on-air act as Holy Cross College defeated Georgia Tech, 2 to 0, to take the impenetrable from the unbeaten class.

Four different speeds are available on the electrified, automatically reversible radio, started to tumble the engineers from the unbeaten class.

Acme swimming pacer which Don Park, University of California at Los Angeles coach, invented.
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Walking on Air

An alert cameraman caught this walking-on-air act as Holy Cross College defeated Georgia Tech, 2 to 0, to take the impenetrable from the unbeatable class.

Four different speeds are available on the electrified, automatically reversible radio, started to tumble the engineers from the unbeaten class.

Acme swimming pacer which Don Park, University of California at Los Angeles coach, invented.

LET UP—LIGHT UP A CAMEL!

Smokers find Camel's Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES
"Ralph the Robot", University of California's robotic team, plays with spectators during Ralph's visit to the Golden Gate Exposition, where he'll show visitors how the human body reacts to radioactive substances.

Windows Show Robot's Workings

New President Receives Badge of Office

John R. Williams, president of Kent State University, trustee in-

vests Dr. K. C. Leebrick with the symbol of authority as president of

the university. Chancellor W. P. Graham, Syracuse University (cen-

ter), presented Dr. Leebrick at induction.
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Western Champion Drum Major
That's the title won in a recent west-coast contest by Robert Bricker, baton swinger supreme of the Loyola University (Los Angeles) band.

Lumberjack Rulers Riding High
Arizona State Teachers College's lumberjack nickname provided the theme for a recent campus celebration, and King Allan Pendergraft and Queen Lavinia Rigby rode ceremoniously atop an old-time "high wheels" logging cart.

Mirror-Smooth Wings Increase Speeds
William H. Bowen, California Institute of Technology, polishes an extra smoothness onto the wing surface being tested in a wind tunnel. He believes plane speeds can be increased as much as 40 miles per hour as a result of his tests.

Grendoln Gets More Glamour
Photographs the prominent women of Alpha College's freshman women's football alumni, all lined up here before a practice session.

Gridiron Gets More Glamour
Helmets protect the permanent waves of Alma College's freshman women's football eleven, all lined up here before a practice session.

They're Learning About Strata and Storms
Brown University geology students listen to Prof. A. W. Quinn explain how layers of sand were turned into rock and how erosion during the New England hurricane chewed away the mountains.

"I was in the radio station today, Miss. I was trying to find out if there's any chance of a race tonight. We've got the whole thing set up. If you can't get there, we'll have to come up with something else."
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"It's a g
Men Show Great Enthusiasm for Intramural Basketball New Underway

The schedule features ten games this season, with the program beginning today at 7:30 o'clock, with an admission fee of 50c. The current schedule was forced on the committee because 13 other teams were entered in the local league. About 60 men are expected to show up for the meet.

The Milne high varsity game carried over in the regular season will be played away.

The State Harriers End Fall Track Season

State track team was forced into a third place last year, but this season they return tomorrow, practically the same in the locale.

The alumni will launch their 1938-39 campaign tomorrow night in clash with alumni. Larry Strattner has assigned Norm Schwartz, sophomores, Charlie Ettinger's championship meeting the extras. Potter clashing with College house, and the Grad tourists tangled with the Grads.

Although the schedule is rather short, Hersh believes the freshmen make good use in the 1939-40 campaign.

Although the schedule is rather short, Hersh believes the freshmen make good use in the 1939-40 campaign.

Intramural Quintets

Nine teams are entered in the intramural program this season. Men represent the dramatics, men's and women's varsity and junior classes. The first game is due to be played Thursday at 7:30 o'clock.
Brass Knuckles

With the exception of the Page high varsity game against Valley at Albany on Jan. 21, the other basketball games this weekend are not very different from those in the past. So far this season all the varsity teams have been doing equally well. The Milne high varsity game cannot be considered to be the high point of the season, as both teams are expected to win. The Milne high varsity game is scheduled for Jan. 21 at Albany, and is expected to be a close game. The Milne high varsity team is expected to be led by Mike Schmick, who is a returning player from last season. The other members of the team are expected to include Bill Dixon and Virgil Scott.

The Milne high varsity game is expected to be played at 11:00 o'clock, and admission will be charged. The proceeds from the game will be used to support the varsity program at Milne. The game is expected to be a close contest, and the winner is likely to be determined by the performance of the players on the court.

The Milne high varsity team is expected to be strong, and is likely to be able to compete with the best teams in the league. The Milne high varsity team has been practicing hard, and is expected to be well prepared for the game.

The Milne high varsity game is expected to be a good opportunity for the players to test their skills and talents. The Milne high varsity team is expected to be led by Mike Schmick, who is a returning player from last season. The other members of the team are expected to include Bill Dixon and Virgil Scott.
YOU CAN depend ON THIS COMBINATION

Together they make the United States admired and respected the whole world over

And for the things you want in a cigarette you can depend on the happy combination of mild ripe tabacco in Chesterfield.

Each type of Chesterfield tobacco is outstanding for some fine quality that makes smoking more pleasure.

Combined...blended together the Chesterfield way...they give you more pleasure than any cigarette you ever smoked.

On land and sea and in the air...wherever smoking is enjoined...Chesterfield's unsuable and better taste satisfy millions.

Chesterfield...the blend that can't be copied...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos